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The study of animal models is of key relevance in
biomedical research. Animal models of psychiatric
disorders have been important tools to gain insight into
the presumed mechanisms of psychoses and mood and
anxiety disorders in the last several decades. These
models have largely focused on the improvement of
specific aspects of validity.1 Our current psychopharma-
cological treatments came from these preclinical models
for diverse psychiatric disorders. They provided not only a
screening for identifying and further developing these
compounds but also helped to clarify neurobiological
aspects underlying psychiatric disorders. However,
despite these gains, animal models have also contributed
to the relatively little progress in developing new and
improved therapeutics for human psychiatric disorders ––
existing medications are largely refinements of older
versions and have not been demonstrated to be superior
in terms of efficacy.

A considerable number of our patients do not benefit
from current medications and remain functionally
impaired with poor quality of life, severely disabled, and
at risk for suicidal behavior. Indeed, despite a critical
need for new therapeutic targets for psychiatric disorders,
we have been experiencing a period of less investment in
drug development for psychiatric disorders than in
previous decades. Several new compounds that seemed
to satisfactorily improve phenotype in standard animal
models were subsequently shown to have little impact in
humans (phase I-II studies).2 It is clear that some existing
animal models are unable to mimic all symptoms of a
specific disease, undoubtedly due in part to the multi-
faceted aspects of mimicking the subjective nature of
human emotions, the complexity of higher human
cognition, and the full-blown phenotype of the disorder.
We also need to consider the environment and context in
which animal model studies are conducted –– how
representative they are in the environment where humans
live and socialize. Furthermore, transgenic animals
evaluating specific genetic variants and alleles with small
effect have been widely described and associated with
specific phenotypes or neurobiological systems, but
limited construct validity is still an issue due to the
polygenic basis of psychiatric disorders.

Thus, some focus has shifted to developing the next
generation of animal models. Recent research has

highlighted the importance of developing new models
based on circuit-centered dimensions (e.g., modeling
‘‘positive and negative affect’’ and ‘‘socioaffective func-
tion’’ for depression) to better understand disease rather
than using current models of psychiatric classification.3

Our current psychiatric diagnoses probably represent a
heterogeneous collection of disorders, each of which
probably consists of many different disorders and
etiologies. The use of newer models is likely to lead to
a greater understanding of psychiatric disease than the
approach which until now has largely relied on the study
of behavioral phenotypes. Findings from clinical neu-
roscience can then be incorporated into the next
generation of animal models.

We can also take advantage of research into treat-
ments that are radically different from existing ones to
better understand their mechanisms of action rather than
using existing models to refine similar versions of
treatments with limited efficacy. For example, the
NMDA antagonist ketamine has been demonstrated to
be a rapidly acting antidepressant in bipolar disorder and
depression.4 Onset of antidepressant and antisuicidal
action occurs within a few hours. Current antidepressants
have an onset of 6 weeks or longer, and were largely
developed from existing animal models. The finding of
rapid antidepressant effects of ketamine in humans has
translated back to preclinical research, referred to as
‘‘reverse engineering,’’ in which animal models were used
to identify several molecular targets implicated in its
mechanism of action. This has permitted a more focused
approach to honing in on the presumptive targets of a
treatment, in stark contrast to traditional drug discovery
and development models that have developed drugs with
efficacy comparable to those of several decades ago on
the basis of obscure notions of disease pathophysiology.
Recent developments of noninvasive technologies for the
study of human brain structure and function reinforce the
need for translational studies in a two-way bridge (back-
translation), from bench to bedside and vice-versa.

Other exciting areas of study include the role of early
stressors and epigenetics in the pathophysiology of
mental disorders and investigations of endophenotypes
in psychiatric disorders. These areas have been shown to
properly translate animal models into valid human models
of psychiatric disorders.5 Future research will need to
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take into account this line of research in animal model
studies.

Another important aspect that requires further investiga-
tion in preclinical models is resilience to stress.6 This
complex term describes a wide range of biological and
psychosocial factors associated with successful adaptation
and responses (or lack thereof) to stressors, such as early
traumatic experiences. These involve cognitive flexibility,
social support, physical activity, and other factors that
account for individual variability in psychological responses
and resilience to stress. Thus far, few animal models in
psychiatry have been able to back-translate these aspects
and incorporate them into valid animal models.

In conclusion, we are ready for the next generation of
animal model research, where we will begin to incorpo-
rate better proxies of human emotions, cognition, and
behaviors. We need to shift our focus to developing
models that are circuit-centered and that take epigenetics
and resilience into account. Finally, having drugs that are
clearly superior in some aspects of treatment in humans
will help focus the search at a mechanistic level and lead
to improved therapeutics. These strategies, in a rapid and
integrated back-and-forth approach from bench to bed-
side, will likely be used in future translational research
and lead to greater insights into the pathophysiology of
our diseases and to better treatments for circuit-centered
psychiatric dimensions.
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